Unusual Charges Pave Way For Fight In College Bribe Case

After accusing dozens of wealthy parents of attempting to rig the college admissions system for their children, federal prosecutors will likely face a long road of litigation as they try to use a novel theory to pursue . . . Read more.

Read the 2010 SCOTUS decision limiting honest services cases to bribes or kickbacks, the federal honest services statute and get law review analysis of the issue below.

Skilling v. United States, 561 U.S. 358

Honest Services Statute: 18 USCS § 1346

NOTE: REFRAMING THE RIGHT: USING THEORIES OF INTANGIBLE PROPERTY TO TARGET HONEST SERVICES FRAUD AFTER SKILLING, 112 Colum. L. Rev. 359

Lexis Advance Tip:

Setting up an Alert on Lexis Advance

1. Run your search (e.g., “honest services”)
2. From your search results click the Alert “bell” icon to set up your Alert:
   - **Overview tab**: title your Alert
   - **Monitor tab**: select the content your Alert will search
   - **Deliver tab**: choose the frequency, day and time for your Alert

3. Click **Create Alert** at the bottom of the screen

Watch this short video for a complete walkthrough for setting up alerts on Lexis Advance.